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Lesson 2.1

Let’s 

“ One who has health has hope; and 
one who has hope has everything.

—Ancient proverb

Determinants of Fitness, 
Health, and Wellness

Personal Determinants

”
FIT FACT

A disability is an objective condition 
(impairment), while a handicap is the inabil-
ity to do something you would like to do. 
A disabled person is not necessarily handi-
capped. We are all physically different, and 
various personal determinants affect what 
you can and cannot do. Understanding 
your own strengths and limitations helps 
you be the best you can be and allows you 
to help others be the best they can be.

Adopting Healthy Lifestyles
Lesson Objectives
After reading this lesson, you should be able to
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FIGURE 2.1 The five determinants of fitness, health, and wellness.
Adapted, by permission, from C. Corbin et al., 2013, Concepts of fitness and wellness: A comprehensive lifestyle approach, 10th ed. (St. Louis, MO: 
McGraw-Hill). © The McGraw-Hill Companies
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Healthy Lifestyle Choices

SCIENCE IN ACTION: Heredity and Fitness, Health, 
and Wellness

Student Activity
Choose one part of health-related fitness 
and describe how your own heredity influ-
ences it.

FIT FACT
Healthy living pays off. For example, Oak-
land County, Michigan, cut health insur-
ance costs by 15 percent after starting 
a program to promote healthy lifestyle 
choices.
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Benefits of a Healthy 
Lifestyle for Teens

Looking Good

Feeling Good
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Regular physical activity can help you feel good and 
look your best.

Physical activity and other healthy lifestyle choices can help you learn better.
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Learning Better
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Enjoying Life

Meeting Emergencies

Program Overview

Stairway to Lifetime 
Fitness, Health, and 

Wellness

Step 1: Making Healthy Lifestyle 
Choices—Directed by Others

Good fitness helps you to respond in emergency 
situations.

Lesson 2.1
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E5266/Corbin/fig 2.2/470782/JG/R3

Achieving lifelong fitness, health, and wellness
Level of independence

Level of decision making

Level of dependence

Practicing self-directed healthy lifestyles

Learning self-management and planning skills

Self-assessing fitness, health, and wellness

Achieving fitness, health, and wellness (dependent)

Practicing healthy lifestyles (directed by others)

FIGURE 2.2 The Stairway to Lifetime Fitness, Health, and Wellness.

Step 2: Achieving Fitness, Health, 
and Wellness—Dependent

Step 3: Self-Assessment

Step 4: Self-Management Skills 
and Self-Planning

Step 5: Practicing a Self-Directed 
Healthy Lifestyle
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Step 6: Achieving Lifelong Fitness, 
Health, and Wellness

Making Healthy Lifestyle Choices

Lesson Review
1. What are the five types of determinants, and which are most in your personal control?
2. What are the major benefi ts of healthy lifestyle choices such as regular physical activity 

and good nutrition?
3. What is the Stairway to Lifetime Fitness, Health, and Wellness, and how can it be used?

FITNESS TECHNOLOGY: Fitnessgram
www

3

Using Technology
From time to time, the Fitnessgram science advisors make changes based on new research related 
to the fitness test items or the method of rating fitness for each test. You can stay up to date with 
changes in Fitnessgram by accessing the student section of the Fitness for Life website.

35
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✓ SELF-ASSESSMENT: Practicing Physical Fitness Tests

In this book, you’ll read about many physical 
fitness tests. The overall goal is to be able to 
select appropriate tests (self-assessments) to 
use both now and throughout your life. Sev-
eral groups have developed physical fitness 
assessments specifically for young people. One 
of these, called Fitnessgram (see the Fitness 
Technology feature), is the most widely used 
test battery   in   the   United States and is also 
used in many other countries. A test battery 
is a group of items designed to test several 
parts of fitness, and the Fitnessgram test bat-
tery assesses various parts of health-related 
physical fitness.

There are other test batteries in addition 
to Fitnessgram. The ALPHA-FIT test bat-
tery includes multiple test items that assess 
health-related physical fitness. It was devel-
oped in Europe and, like Fitnessgram, is used 
throughout the world. ALPHA-FIT contains 
some of the same items as Fitnessgram but 
also some different ones. For example, ALPHA-
FIT includes the long jump and grip strength 
tests. These same two test items are included 
in the Institute of Medicine (IOM) Fitness Test 

Battery developed for youth fitness surveys in 
the United States. Recent research has shown 
a relationship between grip strength and long 
jump tests and good health.

Before using a physical fitness test, learn 
about the test and what it measures, then 
practice each test item that you plan to use. 
Practice helps you get better at taking the test 
properly, so that you’re truly measuring fitness 
rather than just learning test-taking skills. For 
best results, give your best effort when doing 
the self-assessment. For now, the goal is not to 
determine a score or rating on the test items 
but to practice the tests so that you know how 
to perform them properly. Since body compo-
sition assessments are not performance tests, 
they don’t require practice and thus are not 
described here, but you’ll learn more about 
them later.

Remember that self-assessment information 
is personal and is considered confidential. It 
should not be shared with others without the 
permission of the person being tested. Record 
your results as directed by your teacher.
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Test of Cardiorespiratory Endurance
PACER 
(Progressive Aerobic Cardiovascular Endurance Run, or 20-meter shuttle run)

This test is included in Fitnessgram, ALPHA-FIT, 
and the IOM Fitness Test Battery.

1. The test objective is to run back and 
forth across a 20-meter (almost 22-yard) 
distance   as   many  times as you can at a 
predetermined pace (pacing is based on 
signals from a special audio recording 
provided by your instructor).

2. Start at a line located 20 meters from a 
second line. When you hear the beep 
from the audio track, run across the 
20-meter area to the second line, arriv-
ing just before the audio track beeps 
again, and touch the line with your foot. 
Turn around and get ready to run back.

3. At the sound of the next beep, run back 
to the line where you began. Touch the 
line with your foot. Make sure to wait for 
the beep before running back.

4. Continue to run back and forth from 
one line to the other, touching the line 
each time. The beeps will come faster 
and faster, causing you to run faster and 

The PACER is a good test of cardiorespiratory endur-
ance.

faster. The test is finished when you twice 
fail to reach the opposite side before 
the beep.

Practice Tips
• Practice running at the correct pace so 

that you arrive just before the beep that 
signals you to change directions.

• Practice adjusting your pace as the 
beeps come faster and faster.
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Tests of Muscle Fitness
Curl-Up (abdominal muscle strength and muscular endurance)

This test is included in Fitnessgram.

1. Lie on your back on a mat or carpet. 
Bend your knees approximately 140 
degrees. Your feet should be slightly 
apart and as far as possible from your 
buttocks while still allowing your feet to 
be flat on the floor. (The closer your feet 
are to your buttocks, the more difficult 
the movement is.) Your arms should be 
straight and parallel to your trunk with 
your palms resting on the mat.

2. Place your head on a piece of paper. 
The paper will help your partner judge 
whether your head touches down on 
each repetition. Place a strip of card-
board (or rubber, plastic, or tape) 4.5 
inches (about 11.5 centimeters) wide and 
3 feet (about 1 meter) long under your 
knees so that the fingers of both hands 
just touch the near edge of the strip. You 
can tape the strip down or have a partner 
stand on it to keep it stationary.

3. Keeping your heels on the floor, curl your 
shoulders up slowly and slide your arms 

forward so that your fingers move across 
the cardboard strip. Curl up until your 
fingertips reach the far side of the strip.

4. Slowly lower your back until your head 
rests on the piece of paper.

5. Repeat this procedure so that you do 
one curl-up every three seconds. A part-
ner can help you by saying “up, down” 
every three seconds.

Practice Tips
• Practice keeping your buttocks and heels 

in the same location (that is, not moving 
them) as you do repetitions.

• Practice doing one repetition (up, down) 
every three seconds.

• Practice reaching to the end of the strip 
for each repetition.

• Practice lowering your head to the mat 
on each repetition.

• Next, practice as many repetitions as you 
can (up to 15). Have a partner check your 
form to make sure you are performing 
each curl-up correctly.

When properly performed, the curl-up is a good measure of muscle fitness of the abdominal muscles.
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Push-Up (upper body strength and muscular endurance)

This test is included in Fitnessgram.

1. Lie facedown on a mat or carpet with 
your hands (palm down) under your 
shoulders, your fingers spread, and your 
legs straight. Your legs should be slightly 
apart and your toes tucked under.

2. Push up until your arms are straight. 
Keep your legs and back straight. Your 
body should form a straight line from 
your head to your heels.

3. Lower your body by bending your 
elbows until your upper arms are paral-
lel to the floor (elbows at a 90-degree 
angle), then push up until your arms are 
fully extended. Do one push-up every 
three seconds. You may want to have 
a partner say “up, down” every three 
seconds to help you.

Practice Tips
• Practice lowering until your elbows are 

bent at 90 degrees. You may want to 
have a partner hold a yardstick parallel 
to the floor (at the elbow) to help you 
determine when your elbows are prop-
erly bent.

• Practice pushing up all the way so that 
your arms are at full extension at the top 
of each push-up.

• Practice doing one repetition (up, down) 
every three seconds.

• Next, practice as many repetitions as you 
can (up to 15). Have a partner check your 
form to make sure you are performing 
each push-up correctly.

The 90-degree push-up is a measure of muscle fitness of the upper body.
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Handgrip Strength (isometric hand and arm strength)

This test is included in ALPHA-FIT and the IOM 
Fitness Test Battery.

1. Use a dynamometer to measure isomet-
ric strength. Adjust the dynamometer to 
fit your hand size.

2. Squeeze as hard as possible for two to five 
seconds. Your arm should be extended 
with your elbow nearly straight. Do not 
touch your body with your arm or hand.

3. Repeat with each hand. Alternate hands 
to allow a rest between each attempt.

4. Results are most often reported in 
kilograms (a kilogram equals about 2.2 
pounds). To get your score in pounds, 
multiply your score in kilograms by 2.2.

Practice Tips
• Try the grip at different settings to see 

which enables you to perform the best.
• Try bending your knees a bit as you 

squeeze to help maintain good balance, 
which may help your score.

The handgrip strength test measures muscle fitness, 
and scores are related to total body strength.

Standing Long Jump (leg power, or explosive strength)

This test is included in ALPHA-FIT and the IOM 
Fitness Test Battery.

1. Use masking tape or another material 
to make the necessary line on the floor.

2. Stand with your feet shoulder-width 
apart behind the line on the floor. Bend 
your knees and hold your arms straight 
in front of your body at shoulder height.

3. Swing your arms downward and back-
ward, then vigorously forward as you 
jump forward as far as possible, extend-
ing your legs.

4. Land on both feet and try to maintain 
your balance on landing. Do not run or 
hop before jumping.

The standing long jump is a test of power 
(explosive strength).
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Practice Tips
• For best performance, lean forward just 

before you jump. Practice to get the 
best timing of the lean followed by the 
forward arm swing just before you jump.

• Try the test several times so that you can 
land without losing your balance. To help 
you avoid falling when you land, keep 

your arms extended in front of you. Also 
bend your knees when you land to help 
you absorb the shock of landing and to 
help you maintain your balance.

• Try bending your knees more or less 
before different jumps to see which 
amount of knee bend gives you the 
best jump.

Test of Muscle Fitness and Flexibility
Trunk Lift (back muscle fitness and back and trunk muscle flexibility)

This test is included in Fitnessgram.

1. Lie facedown with your arms at your 
sides and your hands under or just 
beside your thighs.

2. Lift the upper part of your body very 
slowly so that your chin, chest, and 
shoulders come off the floor. Lift your 
trunk as high as possible, to a maximum 
of 12 inches (30 centimeters). Hold this 
position for three seconds while a part-
ner measures how far your chin is from 
the floor. Your partner should hold the 
ruler at least 1 inch (2.5 centimeters) in 
front of your chin. Look straight ahead so 
that your chin is not tipped abnormally 
upward.

Caution: The ruler should not be 
placed directly under your chin, in case 
you have to lower your trunk unexpect-
edly.

Practice Tips
• Practice lifting your trunk 12 inches (30 

centimeters) off the floor. Hold the trunk 
off the floor at 12 inches (do not lift 
higher) for three seconds.

• Practice three to five times to see if you 
are able to hold the lift for the required 
three seconds.

• Practice looking straight ahead so that 
your chin is not tipped up.

The trunk lift measures muscle fitness of the back and trunk muscles as well as flexibility.
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Test of Flexibility
Back-Saver Sit-and-Reach (range of motion, or flexibility, of the hip)

This test is included in Fitnessgram.

1. Place a measuring stick, such as a yard-
stick or meter stick, on top of a box that 
is 12 inches (30 centimeters) high with 
the stick extending 9 inches (23 centime-
ters) over the box and the lower numbers 
toward you. You may use a flexibility 
testing box if one is available.

2. To measure the flexibility of your right 
leg, fully extend it and place your right 
foot flat against the box. Bend your left 
leg, with the knee turned out and your 
left foot 2 to 3 inches (5 to 8 centimeters) 
to the side of your straight right leg.

3. Extend your arms forward over the mea-
suring stick. Place your hands on the 
stick, one on top of the other, with your 
palms facing down. Your middle fingers 
should be together with the tip of one 
finger exactly on top of the other.

4. Lean forward slowly; do not bounce. 
Reach forward with your arms and fin-

gers, then slowly return to the starting 
position. Repeat four times. On the 
fourth reach, hold the position for three 
seconds and observe the measurement 
on the stick below your fingertips.

5. Repeat with your left leg.

Practice Tips
• Do the PACER practice or another gen-

eral warm-up before practicing this test.
• Practice keeping your extended leg 

straight (a very slight bend is okay).
• Practice keeping your other leg bent and 

the foot of that leg about 2 to 3 inches (5 
to 8 centimeters) from your straight leg.

• Practice keeping one middle finger on 
top of the other.

• Practice holding your stretch for three 
seconds.

• Practice three to five times with each leg.

The back-saver sit-and-reach measures flexibility (range of motion) of the hip.
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FIT FACT
Physical activity refers to movement that 
uses your large muscles. Thus it includes 
a wide range of pursuits, such as sport, 
dance, recreational activities, and activities 
of daily living. Exercise is a form of physical 
activity specifically designed to improve 
your fitness.

Stages of Change for a 
Healthy Lifestyle
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Learning Self-Management Skills
Lesson Objectives
After reading this lesson, you should be able to

1. describe the stages of change in adopting a healthy lifestyle,
2. describe several self-management skills, and
3. explain how to use self-management skills for living a healthy life.

Lesson Vocabulary
exercise, motor skill, physical activity, sedentary, skill
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Lesson 2.2
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• Taking action:

• Maintenance:

$

E5266/Corbin/fig 2.6/470783/JG/R1

Sedentary
I’m inactive, 
and I plan to 
stay that way.

Inactive thinker
I’m inactive, but 
I’m thinking about 
becoming active.

Planner
I’m taking steps to 
start to be active.

Activator
I’m active, but 
not yet as active 
as I should be.

Active exerciser
I’m regularly active 
and have been for 
some time!

FIGURE 2.3 The five stages of change for physical activity.

FIT FACT
Changes in behavior don’t always occur 
from stage 1 to 5 without interruption. 
Sometimes people move forward a few 
stages, then fall back a stage, and then 
move forward again. With effort, prog-
ress is made gradually from one stage to 
another.

FIGURE 2.4 The five stages of change for eating well.

Lesson 2.2

CRUNCH

?
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Unhealthy eater
I don’t eat well, 
and I don’t plan to.

Thinker
I don’t eat well, but 
I’m thinking about 
eating better.

Planner
I’m taking steps 
to eat better.

Improved eater
I eat well some of 
the time, but I 
need to do better.

Healthy eater
I regularly eat 
healthy meals and 
avoid empty calories.
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Self-Management Skills: 
Adopting a Healthy 

Lifestyle

“ Happiness lies, first of all, in 
health.

—George William Curtis, 
author and social reformer

”

Skills That Help You Think About 
Change

Skills That Help You Make Changes

FIGURE 2.5 Self-management skills help you change your lifestyles to improve your fitness, health, and 
wellness.

Lesson 2.2
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Self-management skills

Skills that
help you begin 
to change

Skills that
help you
make
changes 

Skills that
help you
maintain change

Healthy 
lifestyles

Wellness
(quality of life)

Freedom from
illness and 
debilitating
conditions

Physical
fitness

Total health
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TABLE 2.1 Self-Management Skills for Fitness, Health, and Wellness
Skill Description 

Skills that help you think about change
1 Self-assessment This skill helps you see where you are and what to change in order to get 

where you want to be.
2 Building knowledge 

and understanding
You can use a modified form of the scientific method to solve problems—such 
as how to make healthy changes in your life.

3 Identifying risk factors Identifying your health risks enables you to assess and then reduce them.
4 Positive attitude This skill helps position you to succeed in adopting healthy lifestyles.
5 Self-confidence This skill helps you build the feeling that you’re capable of making healthy 

changes in your lifestyles.
Skills that help you make changes

1 Goal setting and self-
planning

These skills create a foundation for developing your personal plan by setting 
goals that are SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely) 
and preparing a written schedule.

2 Time management This skill helps you be efficient so that you have time for the important things 
in your life.

3 Choosing good activi-
ties

This skill involves selecting the activities that are best for you personally so that 
you will enjoy and benefit from doing them.

4 Learning performance 
skills

This skill helps you to perform well and with confidence. For example, learning 
motor skills helps you become active, learning stress management skills helps 
you avoid or reduce stress, and learning nutrition skills helps you eat well.

5 Improving self-percep-
tion

This skill helps you think positively about yourself so that you’re more likely to 
make healthy lifestyle choices and feel that they will make a difference in your 
life.

6 Stress management This skill involves preventing or coping with the stresses of daily life.
Skills that help you maintain changes

1 Self-monitoring This skill involves keeping records (logs) to see whether you are in fact doing 
what you think you’re doing.

2 Overcoming barriers This skill helps you find ways to stay active despite barriers, such as lack of 
time, temporary injury, lack of safe places to be active, inclement weather, and 
difficulty in selecting healthy foods.

3 Finding social support This skill enables you to get help and support from others (such as your friends 
and family) as you adopt healthy behaviors and work to stick with them.

4 Saying no This skill helps keep you from doing things you don’t want to do, especially 
when you’re under pressure from friends or other people.

5 Preventing relapse This skill helps you stick with healthy behaviors even when you have problems 
getting motivated.

6 Thinking critically This skill enables you to find and interpret information that helps you make 
good decisions and solve problems in living a healthy lifestyle.

7 Resolving conflicts This skill helps you solve problems and avoid stress.
8 Positive self-talk This skill helps you perform your best and make healthy lifestyle choices such 

as being active by thinking positive thoughts rather than negative ones that 
detract from success.

9 Developing good 
strategy and tactics

This skill helps you focus on a specific plan of action and successfully execute 
the plan.

10 Finding success Finding success is not technically a skill, but it comes from using a variety of 
self-management skills to change behavior. If you use the self-management 
skills described here and believe that they will help you succeed, you are much 
more likely to achieve success.
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Skills That Help You Maintain 
Changes

Lesson Review
1. What are the five stages of change, and how are they useful to you?
2. What are some examples of self-management skills for each of the different stages of 

change?
3. How can you use self-management skills for living a healthy life?

47

strategy and tactics helps you strategy and tactics helps you strategy and tactics find success so find success so find success
that you are much more likely to stick 
with your lifestyle plan.

This book is intended to help you 
live an active, healthy life. To accomplish 
this goal, you must learn about 
and practice each of the self-
management skills listed in 
table 2.1.

Lesson 2.2
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TAKING CHARGE: Building Knowledge and Understanding

Anish’s mother, Mrs. Bhalla, made 
a New Year’s resolution to be more 
active. She did not know a lot about 
how to exercise, so she searched 
the web for information about fit-
ness programs. She found a website 
with the following claim: “Get fit 
in five minutes a day without get-
ting sweaty!” Anish was concerned 
because he had learned in class that 
it takes weeks of regular exercise to improve 
fitness.

Anish told his mom, “I think you need to 
get more knowledge and understanding about 
fitness and physical activity before you get 
started.” But his mother decided to try the 
plan. Several months later, her fitness had not 
improved, and she felt discouraged.

At this point, she talked with Anish about the 
fitness and activity strategies he was learning at 
school. They both decided that it was impor-
tant for her to gain good knowledge about 
fitness before trying a new program. Anish had 
also learned the value of understanding the 

“why” of exercise if a person wants 
to get best results: Why should I 
exercise (what are the benefits)? Why 
is this plan best for me (what are my 
personal needs)?

Anish and his mother agreed that 
she would learn along with him as he 
studied fitness and physical activity 
at school so that she could do things 
right the next time she tried.

For Discussion
Mrs. Bhalla made one good decision and one 
bad decision. How can someone who wants 
to make a healthy New Year’s resolution avoid 
making a bad decision about fitness and 
physical activity? Why do you think people 
choose programs such as the one Mrs. Bhalla 
tried? Is it possible to get fit in five minutes a 
day? How might Anish help his mother in the 
future? Consider the guidelines presented in 
the following Self-Management feature as you 
answer these discussion questions.

➡ SELF-MANAGEMENT: Skills for Building Knowledge   
      and Understanding

Knowledge based on sound information can 
help you make good decisions. But knowledge 
alone does not always lead to good decisions. 
You must    understand the information you take 
in. A person with knowledge knows facts, but 
a person with understanding comprehends 
the significance of the facts and can use that 
understanding to make good decisions.

In this book, you learn knowledge about 
fitness, health, and wellness. You also build 
higher-level understanding that helps you 
apply the information you’ve learned. The 
following guidelines will help you use this 
book to build both your knowledge and your 
understanding.

• Learn the facts first. Learning the facts 
is a necessary first step toward building 
higher-level understanding.

• Use the scientific method. Investigate 
(collect information) to gain as many 
facts as possible. The facts help you ana-
lyze and test hypotheses. For example, 
you might have a hypothesis that you 
can get fit in five minutes a day. After 
gaining the facts and analyzing them, 
you would learn that the hypothesis is 
false. The scientific method helps you 
understand the information you learn 
and make sound decisions.

• Ask why. When studying healthy lifestyle 
choices, ask yourself “why” questions: 
Why do I need this? Why should I believe 
this information? Why will this informa-
tion be beneficial?

• Consult reliable sources. Whether 
you’re consulting a website, magazine 
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article, or book, check with trusted 
people to help you find good sources. 
Your knowledge and understanding are 
only as good as the sources you use. 
The chapter titled Making Good Con-
sumer Choices provides more informa-
tion about how to find reliable source 
material.

• Try to apply. When learning new infor-
mation, ask, “How can I apply this?” 
Applying new information to real situa-
tions helps you understand it, which in 
turn helps you apply it more effectively. 
For example, regarding the dangers 
of fat in your diet, ask yourself ques-
tions like these: What else do I need to 

know? How much fat is too much? What 
changes can I make in my diet to reduce 
my fat intake?

• Put it all together. When you learn 
about something new, you often find 
many pieces of information. Taking time 
to fit the pieces together will help you 
make sense of what you’ve learned. 
Another word for “putting all the facts 
together” is synthesizing. For example, 
if you know you feel stressed out, and 
you know that there are several reasons 
for the stress, how do you use all of the 
information together—synthesize it—to 
make a good decision?

ACADEMIC CONNECTION: Accurate Use of Words
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TAKING ACTION: Fitness Trails

Fresh air, nature, and fitness? Yes, please! Most 
communities have natural spaces where you 
can walk, jog, run, or bike. Some communi-
ties have also created fitness trails—pathways 
through parks or woodlands designed espe-
cially for walking, jogging, and running. Some 
fitness trails include  human-made or natural 
structures intended for particular exercises. 
These structures allow walkers, joggers, and 
runners to mix their movement activity with 
muscle fitness and flexibility exercises. Fitness 
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Being outdoors dramatically increases the amount of activity 
that people perform.

trails are sometimes considered “outdoor 
gyms,” and there’s probably one near you!

Take action by learning about, visiting, or 
even helping create a fitness trail near you. 
Many fitness trails are already well established 
by city or county park and recreation depart-
ments or federal agencies such as the U.S. 
National Park Service. Although they may 
differ from remote trails, urban areas can have 
fitness trails.
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CHAPTER REVIEW

Reviewing Concepts and Vocabulary
As directed by your teacher, answer items 1 through 5 by correctly completing each 
sentence with a word or phrase.

1. Factors that affect your fitness, health, and wellness are called _______________.
2. Factors influencing fitness, health, and wellness over which you have little con-

trol are called _______________.
3. Factors influencing fitness, health, and wellness over which you have the most 

control are called _______________.
4. The steps that lead you from dependence to independence are referred to to-

gether as the _______________.
5. The fitness test used to assess cardiorespiratory endurance by running when 

signaled by a beep is called the _______________.

For items 6 through 10, as directed by your teacher, match each term in column 1 with 
the appropriate phrase in column 2.

6. sedentary person a.  just bought exercise equipment
7. inactive thinker b.  is active most days of the week
8. planner c.  is sometimes active
9. activator d.  is considering becoming active

10. active exerciser e.  is inactive

For items 11 through 15, as directed by your teacher, respond to each statement or 
question.

11. Explain what a self-management skill is and why it can be useful.
12. What are some of the fitness test items used in major fitness test batteries such 

as Fitnessgram, and what do they measure?
13. Describe the five stages of change.
14. What are fitness trails, and how can they be useful in staying active?
15. What are some guidelines for building knowledge and understanding?

Thinking Critically
Write a paragraph to answer the following question.

Of all the self-management skills described in lesson 2, which 
one would most help you be more active or eat better? Give the 
reasons for your answer.

Project
Assume that you are the head of a marketing company 
assigned to create an ad campaign promoting healthier 
eating and more active living. Prepare a script for a televi-

sion commercial for the promotion. If resources are 
available, create a video of the commercial.

trails are sometimes considered “outdoor 
gyms,” and there’s probably one near you!

Take action by learning about, visiting, or 
even helping create a fitness trail near you. 
Many fitness trails are already well established 
by city or county park and recreation depart-
ments or federal agencies such as the U.S. 
National Park Service. Although they may 
differ from remote trails, urban areas can have 
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Write a paragraph to answer the following question.
Of all the self-management skills described in lesson 2, which 

one would most help you be more active or eat better? Give the 
reasons for your answer.

Project
Assume that you are the head of a marketing company 
assigned to create an ad campaign promoting healthier 
eating and more active living. Prepare a script for a televi-

sion commercial for the promotion. If resources are 
available, create a video of the commercial.
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